Introduction
Cevahir Holding has been a well- established and prominent
name in the construction sector both nationally and
internationally for over 50 years.
Over the years it has been expanded and grown in areas
such as tourism, hotels, security and healthy & safety.
Cevahir Perlite is yet another off shoot carrying the company
name into another fast- growing and exciting sector.

Our main functions are; ore extraction, crushing &
screening, and expansion. We aim to provide fast,
friendly and efficient service backed by a product of
consistent and reliable quality.
Furthermore for the purpose of testing our product we
also have on location a fully functional expansion
plant, which has even been used to cater to orders both
in Turkey and internationally.

Quarry
Located in the Yuntdag province of Izmir
Turkey, it is expected that our open quarries
could hold up to 25 million tonnes of perlite
reserves.

All of this is sourced in our only active
quarry near the village of Tavukcukuru, this
means we can, in confidence, provide a
perlite ore of consistent quality so our
customers can rest assured that our products
will never let them down.
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The plant is fully automated and made up of the latest
technology and machinery.
We are able to crush and screen according to any size
specified by customer demand that are different than our
existing 7 standard products.

Expansion Plant & Quality Control

For the main purpose of testing and understanding our products, we have made a sizeable
investment in our own expansion plant, which is regularly expanding the crushed and
screened perlite ore produced from our facility.
We wouldn’t sell something we wouldn’t use ourselves, therefore we are constanly
using the expanded perlite that we produce in our parent company’s construction sites,
both in Turkey and abroad.

Further to testing our products in our expansion
plant, our on-site laboratory works tirelessly to
regularly test and analyse perlite from our quarry,
Crushing & Screening plant, and of course expanded
perlite from our expansion plant.

For further information please
contact:

Web: www.cevahirperlite.com.tr
Mail: info@cevahirperlite.com.tr
Tel: +90 212 320 86 76
Fax: +90 212 320 75 30

